Run 2337- AGPU
Couldn’t organse a piss up in a brewery!!!
Wrong again..F*nut and friends really pulled it off.
The Brews Brothers venue although a little "rustic" was a perfect location for the BH3
gathering. It was the AGPU, the annual get-together that has hashmen coming out of the
woodwork to be in attendance. GM had been busy organsing the beer brew weeks ago
so that he had enough brew on hand to feed the hungry seagulls. One small hiccup was
the fact that GM had forgotten to nominate a hare to set a run. Naturally that was the
fault of the Trailmaster!!. I had had a big day up to that point. Disagreement with my
Manager at 9am burying my family friend at 11am and then informed I was live hare at
6pm.
A mad scrounge in my car boot located some mouldy gyprock and loo paper. Where the
f*ck to run the trail??.. just keep going left should do!...who gives a f*ck it is AGPU. The
odd 360check and another leftie here and what the f*ck?? Coorparoo Station...how did I
get here?? A lot of urgent back-tracking to cross out chalk arrows and a mad rush to
stay ahead of the pack. Was that OnOn I heard just behind me? A last minute scramble
to get home before the pack when..too late here comes Grewsome leading the
runners/shortcutters. Who gives a f*ck it is AGPU!!
Still sweating I arrived at the venue to find all the walkers/party animals in full swing
enjoying GMs choice in beers. One even had a chili floating in the bottle!! GMs little
helpers like Irish, VD, Anchovy, Wingnut, Dimprick and Chardarse ( please forgive the
absence of names of other volunteers) made sure the drink and food flowed. Mind you a
hostess and a roll of Tinkerbell’s sticky tape made difficult Snappy’s access to the food,
But you get that when you play procurer! He got other rewards during the night and
flaunted it!
I am certain a list of BH3 annual award winners can be published in good time..when we
get hold of the special branch copy of the ex-GMs phone log. I can tell you that some of
the new committee names that stick in my mind are Craft, Chardarse, Royal Screw,
Tweedy, Optus, Shitbags, Layup, VD, Irish Joke, Octapussy, Divot, Bugs, Tinkerbell,
Radar (when he is in town) and with great pride XXXX.
I predict an unpredictable year.
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Keep scrolling down for the award winners.

2014 Award Winners
Hashman of the Year – Tinkerbell - by a country mile
Run of the Year - Shower Cap Run – Best & Less and Pussy Galore @ Colmslie
Hotel -interesting loops along creeks, horse fields, then big hills
Farcup of the Year - Swedish National Day Run – Divot & Pushup -way too long,
long way between marks, only 3 runners completed the whole 12km run, with everyone
else lost or shortcutting
Best On On - Boxa – Morningside AFL comments from Brengun included - The best
sausages at hash ever, real gourmet stuff and the lamb - hamburgers were top quality.
Boxa did a great job of cooking to perfection and had all the right, trimmings including
fried onions – delicious all at $2.50 per serve
Run Report of the Year - Scruffy - beanie run report done as a diploma
Whinger of the Year – Layup - away half the year but managed to have a massive
spew after Radars Toohey Forest stuff up and then abused the GM for no good reason
after he was only looking after his food for him so nobody else pinched it
SOTW Champion - Royal Screw – quality not quantity
Hare of the Year – Scruffy
Most Consistent Runner (non committee member) – Bugs
SPECIAL AWARD
Who pissed the GM off Award
Hands down to Embryo with the strong support of his carer Fang for continual thieving
of Hash booze at runs and hash events

